FAMILY:

MOTHER'S SIDE
Ííá--MOTHER--MOM
KAKA--UNCLE--MOM'S BROTHER
XAXA--AUNT--AUNTIE--MOM'S SISTER
Tííá--GRANDFATHER--MOM'S FATHER
KAžA--GRANDMOTHER--MOM'S MOTHER

FATHER'S SIDE
Túta--FATHER--DAD
MAXA--UNCLE--DAD'S BROTHER
SHíSHA--AUNT--DAD'S SISTER
PúSHA--GRANDFATHER--DAD'S FATHER
ÁlA--GRANDMOTHER--DAD'S MOTHER

ADDRESSING YOUR BROTHER AND SISTER
YAYA--YOUR OLDER BROTHER
NANA--YOUR OLDER SISTER
LíTS'A--YOUR YOUNGER SISTER--(BOYS)
LíYA--YOUR YOUNGER SISTER--(GIRLS)
LfKA--YOUNGER BROTHER--(BOYS)
LíPA--YOUNGER BROTHER--(GIRLS)
FAMILY: (CONTINUED)

MIYÁNASH—CHILD
MIYÁNASHMA—CHILDREN
MIYALÁAS—BABY
ÍSHT—SON
PÁP—DAUGHTER (to son)
ÍSHT—SON AND DAUGHTER FOR MOTHER
ÍSHA—ADDRESSING ONE’S DAUGHTER
TITA—ADDRESSING ONE’S SON
ÁSWAN—BOY
AMÍSMA—BOYS—(MORE THAN ONE)
PT’ÍNIKS—GIRL
PT’ÍLIMA—GIRLS—(MORE THAN ONE)